Independent tests prove that we deliver on our promise to be an undeniable value

With Double Coin you get more miles for less money. In endurance testing with additional Run to Fail tests involved, Double Coin tires outlasted selected comparable major brand products. In the test, on average, our steer and drive tires withstood the test parameters longer than the competition. That’s why we’re pleased to offer a warranty that goes the extra mile, and why we’ve earned dealer confidence, increased fleet usage and the strongest customer loyalty.

Here are the test results. U.S. DOT FMVSS119 tests were conducted using steer and drive patterns of Double Coin and comparable major brand tires. After 47 hours of minimum DOT test requirements, test loads were increased 10% every 8 hours until tires failed. Double Coin tires lasted a total of 459 hours before failure, while the comparable major brand tires lasted a total of 445. We’re proud to show that Double Coin tires outperformed this comparable major brand on endurance and Run to Fail tests.